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Using gradient-corrected density functional theory and supercell technique, we have calculated total
energies, electronic structure, and magnetic properties of Cr-doped ZnTe in both bulk and thin-film
configurations. Calculations with full geometry optimization for a Zn1−xCrxTe supercell were carried
out for different Cr concentrationssx=0.095, 0.143, and 0.19d and by varying the sites Cr atoms
occupy. We show that the ferromagnetic phase of Zn1−xCrxTe in both bulk and thin film is
energetically the most preferable state irrespective of the concentration and/or site occupation of the
Cr atom. The strong hybridization between Cr 3d and Te 5p states is found to be responsible for the
ferromagnetic coupling, in agreement with recent experiments. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1851013g

I. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of ferromagnetism in GaMnAssRef. 1d
and InMnAssRef. 2d has given rise to a great deal of interest
in the last decade in the study of dilute magnetic semicon-
ductorsDMSd systems. Unfortunately, the highest Curie tem-
perature achieved in thesGa, MndAs system, even with
heavy doping, is 110 K. This is well below room tempera-
ture and these DMS systems are not suitable for practical
applications. Therefore, great effort has been devoted to the
synthesis and characterization of types of DMS materials by
using various experimental techniques. Although room-
temperature ferromagnetism has been reported in many sys-
tems, such as GaN:Mn,3–13 GaN:Cr,14,15 TiO2:Co,16

ZnO:Co,17 CdGeP2:Mn,18 and ZnO:Mn,19,20 there is consid-
erable controversy regarding the origin of ferromagnetism in
these systems. For example, is ferromagnetism caused by
sp-d exchange interaction, which is characteristic of DMS
systems, or is it due to magnetic precipitates in the sample?

Recently magnetic circular dichroism sMCDd
measurements21 were used to clarify the origin of ferromag-
netism in DMS systems. Three DMS systems that exhibit
ferromagnetic order unambiguously are GaMnAs,22

InMnAs,23 and ZnCrTe.24–26 The former two are the proto-
type DMS in III-V family and have been studied extensively.
The last one is the first II-VI DMS where high-Tc ferromag-
netism is reliably detected. Saitoet al.24 have succeeded in
synthesizing a Zn1−xCrxTe thin film using molecular-beam
epitaxy method that under heavy dopings20% Crd exhibited
room-temperature ferromagnetism. While ferromagnetism in
bulk ZnCrTe system has been studied theoretically,27–32 no
calculations are available to our knowledge on the thin film
or surface. In this paper, we present a theoretical study using
density functional theory and the slab supercell model.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

We have modeled the ZnTe thin film by a seven-layer
slab having zinc-blende structure alongs110d direction ssee
Fig. 1d, which contains 84 atomss42 Zn and 42 Te atomsd.
To preserve symmetry, the top and bottom layers of the slab
were taken to be identical, and each slab was separated from
the other by a vacuum region of 10 Å. The central three
layers were fixed at their bulk configuration, while the two
surface layers on either side of the slab were allowed to relax
without any symmetry constraint. To study the magnetic cou-
pling between Cr atoms, we considered three different con-
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FIG. 1. The schematic representation of ZnTes110d zinc-blende slab super-
cell consisting of 42 Zn and 42 Te atoms. The lighter and numbered balls are
Zn, the darker balls are Te.
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centrations: 9.5%, 14.3%, and 19.0%. Calculations of total
energies, forces, and optimization of geometries were carried
out using a plane-wave basis set with the projector aug-
mented plane wave method33 as implemented by VASP
software.34 K-point convergence was achieved withs434
31d Monkhorst-Pack35 grid, and tests with up tos636
32d Monkhorstk-point mesh were made to ensure the accu-
racy of our calculation. The energy cutoff was set at 300 eV
and the convergence in energy and force were 10−4 eV and
3310−3 eV/Å, respectively. Using the same technique, we
also performed calculations for bulk Zn0.81Cr0.19Te by con-
sidering as23232d zinc-blende 64-atom ZnTe supercell
sas shown in Fig. 2d and using 32k-points in the irreducible
Brillouin zone.

III. RESULTS

A. Bulk „Zn, Cr …Te

Although the ferromagnetism in bulk Cr-doped ZnTe has
been theoretically studied,27–32 the atomic positions were ei-
ther not relaxed or only partially optimized. We first present
our results on bulk Cr-doped ZnTe and compare them with
earlier calculations. We choose the doping concentration to
be 19%, which is close to the experimental concen-
tration.24–26 This concentration corresponds to replacing six
Zn atoms with Cr in the Zn32Te32 supercell. There are many
possible positions for Cr atoms to reside. We have studied
four different configurations in which Cr atoms are allowed
to either cluster in different forms or to remain isolated. First,
we replaced six nearest-neighbor Zn atoms with Cr in the
sites marked Nos. 10, 12, 14, 21, 19, and 17 in Fig. 2scon-
figuration Id. Configuration II corresponds to replacing two
groups of Zn sites marked Nos.s3, 13, 19d and s4, 14, 20d,

where each group consists of three nearest-neighbor atoms.
Configuration III corresponds to the replacement of sites
Nos. s3, 5d, s10, 12d, and s19, 21d, which formed three
groups of two nearest-neighbor Zn sites. Configuration IV
relates to the substitution of six Zn sites where Cr atoms do
not occupy nearest-neighbor sites. These are marked Nos. 7,
3, 10, 14, 19, and 23. This corresponds to a configuration
where Cr atoms are isolated and do not interact directly with
each other. We found that Cr atoms prefer to cluster around
Te atoms, and the ferromagneticsFMd state of configuration
I is the most stable one among all the four configurations
studied. The calculation of antiferromagneticsAFMd state in
configuration I was done by assigning an initial moment of
5 mB to Cr atoms at sites 10, 14, and 19, and −5mB at sites
12, 21, and 17. After full optimization, it was found that the
AFM state is 0.680 eV higher in energy than the FM state,
which is comparable to the values obtained with linear muf-
fin tin orbital method for the Cr concentration of 12.5%.29

Similar calculations have been performed for configurations
II, III, and IV. The FM states of configuration II, III, and IV
are 0.489, 0.492 and 0.519 eV higher in energy than the most
stable state, respectively. The optimized lattice constant at
this concentrations19%d is 6.19 Å. This is in agreement with
the predicted value of 6.14 Å, which is obtained using a
linear relationship between the lattice constantaL and Cr
concentrationx saL=0.163x+6.104d.26 Previous studies have
reported bulk ZnCrTe to be FM,27–32 while we found here
that the coupling between Cr spins remains FM before and
after the structures were fully optimized. In the stable con-
figuration, the magnetic moment of each Cr atom is 3.55mB,
and arises mainly from Cr 3d orbital s3.48mBd with a small
contribution from 4s s0.03mBd and 5p s0.03mBd due to the
spandd hybridization of Cr. It is found that all the Te atoms
bridging the Cr atoms are antiferromagnetically polarized,
similar to what was found with the full-potential linearized
augmented plane wave method for the Cr concentrations of
25% and 50%.30,31 This AFM polarization for the carriers is
consistent with thep-d exchange interaction mechanism re-
quired for ferromagnetism via carrier mediation. The total
density of statessDOSd and partial DOS around the Cr atom
are plotted in Figs. 3sad and 3sbd, respectively. Note that the
Fermi energy passes through the spin-up DOS and through
the gap in spin-down DOSfFig. 3sadg. The system, therefore,
is half metallic. The DOS at the Fermi energy is dominated
by the Cr 3d statesfFig. 3sbdg.

B. „Zn, Cr …Te thin film

In this section, we begin discussion on the atomic struc-
ture of undoped ZnTe thin film. The surface reconstruction
calculation of this thin film was carried out by optimizing the
geometry of the slab. The relaxation energy per surface
dimer is found to be 0.24 eV. The bond length between Zn
and Te atoms on the surface contracted by −1.67%, while
that in the subsurface layer expanded by 1.1% as compared
to the bulk. The DOS of undoped ZnTe thin film is shown in
Fig. 4sad, which is characterized by a large band gap.

To study the site preference of a Cr atom, we have re-
placed asingle Zn atom with Cr on both the surface layer

FIG. 2. The schematic representation ofs23232d bulk zinc blende ZnTe
supercell consisting of 32 Zn and 32 Te atoms. The lighter and numbered
balls are Zn, the darker balls are Te.
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smarked No. 3d and the subsurface layersmarked No. 10d in
Fig. 1, separately. To preserve the symmetry, corresponding
Zn atoms on the lower half of the slabsmarked Nos. 38 and
33d were also replaced, respectively. Since the distance be-
tween these two Cr atomssNo. 3 and No. 38; No. 10 and No.
33d is quite larges12.07 Å and 8.91 Å, respectivelyd, one
can assume that they do not interact with each other. The
corresponding supercell has the composition Zn40Cr2Te42.
From the total energy calculations, we find that Cr atom
prefers to reside on the subsurface site, which is 0.05 eV/Cr
atom lower in energy than that of the surface site. This is in
contrast tosGa, MndN where Mn prefers the surface site.36 In
sZn, MndO system, on the other hand, Mn exhibited no site
preference.37

To study the magnetic coupling between Cr atoms, it is
necessary to replace two or more neighboring Zn sites in Fig.
1 with Cr. We have studied three different concentrations of
Cr, and the results are given in the following.

1. Zn0.905Cr0.095Te

This composition corresponds to having four Zn atoms
replaced by Cr in the supercellsZn42Te42 in Fig. 1d forming
Zn38Cr4Te42. Since it isa priori not clear which Zn sites in
the supercell will be preferred by Cr, we studied five differ-
ent configurations. For each configuration, we replaced two
Zn atoms with Cr in the layers on both the upper half and the
lower half of the slab to preserve symmetry. These configu-
rations are given in Table I, where we have identified the Zn
sites being replaced by Cr. In each case, we calculated the
total energy corresponding to both FM and AFM spin align-
ment. In the latter case, the Cr atoms in nearest neighbors are

assigned antiparallel spins with 5mB for the initial moment,
and the spin alignment is indicated by up and down arrows in
the second column of Table I. For each concentration, we list
the relative energies, calculated with respect to the ground
state energy, for various configurations of Cr in Table I. The
ground state energy is listed as 0.00 eV. The distance be-
tween two nearest Cr atoms and the magnetic moments at Cr
and nearest Te sites corresponding to the FM phase are also
given in Table I.

For the lowest energy configuration, the Cr atoms prefer
the subsurface sitesfmarked Nos.s10, 12d in the upper half
ands33, 35d in the lower half of the slab in Fig. 1g and form
nearest neighbors. We found the FM state to be more stable
than the AFM state by 0.10 eV/Cr atom. Cr atom carries a
magnetic moment of 3.74mB in the FM state. The neighbor-
ing Te atom is antiferromagnetically coupled to the Cr spin
but carries only a very small magnetic moment, namely,
0.07mB. This is in agreement with the bulk system. The total
DOS for the ferromagnetic ground state is shown in Fig.
4sbd. Note that the Fermi energy passes through the spin-up

FIG. 3. sad Total DOS of Cr-doped bulk ZnTe corresponding to 19% doping.
sbd Partial DOS of Cr at site No. 19 in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. sad Total DOS of undoped ZnTe slabscorresponding to Ze42Te42

supercelld. sbd Total DOS of Zn38Cr4Te42 slab.scd Partial DOS of Cr 3d and
Te 5p at neighboring sites in Zn38Cr4Te42.
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DOS and lies in the gap of the spin-down DOS as was seen
Fig. 3. The system, therefore, is half metallic as on the bulk.

The relative energies of the FM and AFM states of
Zn38Cr4Te42 supercell as well as the distance between the
two nearest Cr atoms for the remaining four configurations
are also given in Table I. Note that all these configurations lie
higher in energy suggesting that Cr atoms prefer to cluster
around a Te atom on the subsurface plane. In particular, the
FM state is always lower in energy, although the difference
between the FM and AFM state energies becomes smaller as
the Cr-Cr distance increases.

To understand the mechanism of FM coupling between
the two Cr atoms doped in ZnTe, we recall the fact that Cr2

dimer is a well-known example of AFM coupling. However,
the coupling becomes FM when binding with OsRef. 38d or
N,39 and the FM coupling between Cr atoms in Cr2O is
driven by the orbital hybridization between Cr 3d and
O 2p.38 A similar thing also happens in ZnCrTe. The partial
densities of states at Cr and nearest Te atoms are shown in
Fig. 4scd. We see that there is hybridization between Cr 3d
and Te 5p. It has been established that a critical distinguish-
ing characteristic of a DMS is thesp-d exchange
interaction.40,41Therefore, confirmation of thesp-d exchange
interaction is essential in judging whether or not the synthe-
sized material is a DMS. Thesp-d interaction can be inves-
tigated by magneto-optical studies such as MCD spectros-
copy because magneto-optical effects are directly related to
the Zeeman splitting of the band structure caused by the

sp-d exchange interaction.24,40,41 Such sp-d interaction has
been suggested in ZnCrTe24–26 with MCD spectroscopy,
which is further confirmed by our theoretical calculation.
Therefore, the FM coupling between Cr spins in ZnTe results
from the Cr 3d and Te 5p interaction.

2. Zn0.857Cr0.143Te

This composition was simulated by replacing six Zn at-
oms with Cr atoms that correspond to a Zn36Cr6Te42 super-
cell. We have considered three configurations as listed in
Table I. Once again we replaced three Zn sites with Cr in the
upper half of the slab and equivalent Zn atoms in the lower
half of the slab to preserve symmetry. The lowest energy
configuration is FM with the three Cr atoms lying on the
subsurface layer and forming nearest neighborssmarked
Nos. 11, 7, 8 and 36, 32, 31d. Each Cr atom has a magnetic
moment of 3.60mB. The nearest Te atom is coupled antifer-
romagnetically to Cr, but once again Te carries a very small
moment. The AFM state lies 0.36 eV higher in energy than
the FM state. In the second configuration, two Cr atoms are
in the subsurface layer, while the other occupies a surface
site. In the third configuration, two Cr atoms are on the sur-
face, and one Cr atom is in the subsurface site. For both these
configurations, the FM state is again lower in energy than the
AFM state. The magnetic moments per Cr atom are rela-
tively unchanged and Te is weakly antiferromagnetically po-
larized. The total DOS as well as partial DOS at Cr and Te

TABLE I. Relative energies of the FM and AFM states of Zn1−xCrxTe thin film as a function of Cr concentra-
tion. The second column identifies the Zn sites in Fig. 1 which are replaced by Cr, and the arrows specify the
initial spin alignment in corresponding AFM state. The Cr-Cr distance corresponds to the optimized distance
between two nearest Cr atoms. The magnetic moments refer to the average values per Cr and the nearest Te
atom in the FM state.

Concentration
x

Configurations
sCr sitesd

sCr-Crd
distancesÅd

Relative EnergiesseVd
Magnetic moments

smBd

FM AFM Cr Te

0.095 No. 1s10, 12; 33, 35d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↓d

4.232 0.00 0.33 3.74 −0.07

No. 2 s7, 10; 32, 33d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↓d

6.101 0.34 0.39 3.74 −0.04

No. 3 s3, 10; 38, 33d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↓d

3.708 0.23 0.45 3.80 −0.14

No. 4 s2, 3; 37, 38d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↓d

3.881 0.51 0.99 3.79 −0.15

No. 5 s3, 6; 38, 40d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↓d

6.100 1.24 1.27 3.86 −0.07

0.143 No. 1s11, 7, 8; 36, 32, 31d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑d

4.316 0.00 0.36 3.60 −0.08

No. 2 s3, 7, 8; 38, 32, 31d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑d

4.230 0.12 0.66 3.60 −0.12

No. 3 s2, 3, 10; 37, 38, 33d
s↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑d

3.166 0.21 0.63 3.75 −0.15

0.190 No. 1s2, 3, 10, 12; 37, 38, 33, 35d
s↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑d

3.764 0.00 0.20 3.79 −0.14

No. 2 s11, 7, 9, 10; 36, 32, 34, 33d
s↑ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↓ ↑d

4.223 0.19 1.00 3.74 −0.06
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sites exhibit similar features, as shown Fig. 4, i.e. the system
is half metallic, with Cr 3d and Te 5p contributing to the
DOS at the Fermi energy.

3. Zn0.81Cr0.19Te

In a recent experiments,24 Cr-doped ZnTe film with Cr
concentration of 20% has been synthesized. This composi-
tion approximately corresponds to replacing eight Zn atoms
with Cr atoms. We therefore considered the Zn34Cr8Te42 su-
percell and two different configurations for Cr substitution.
In the first configuration, we have replaced two Zn sites on
the first layer and two Zn sites on the subsurface layer by Cr
atomsssee Table Id. For the second configuration, we have
replaced four nearest Zn atoms by Cr on the subsurface layer
of the slab. Corresponding Zn atoms at the bottom half of the
slab were replaced by Cr to preserve symmetry. The first
configuration is the most stable one, in which the FM state
lies 0.20 eV lower in energy than the AFM state. In the FM
state, due to lower coordination, the Cr atom on the surface
layer carries a magnetic moment of 3.91mB, while on the
subsurface layer, it carries a moment of 3.67mB. The aver-
age magnetic moment per Cr atom is 3.79mB. Te atoms in
the neighborhood of Cr atoms are once again weakly antifer-
romagnetically polarized. The total and partial DOS yield the
same physical picture for the electronic structure as dis-
cussed earlier for the other two concentrations.

It should be pointed out that in a typical thin-film experi-
ment, the thickness of the film is of the order of 100 nm,
whereas we have only considered a seven-layer slab to
model the thin film. To examine what relevance this model
may have to real experiments, we have compared in Figs.
5sad and 5sbd the total DOS of the slab and the partial DOS at
Cr in the subsurface layer with that obtained from the bulk
calculations. Note that the two densities of states are quali-
tatively the same. The magnitudes are different as the two
supercells have different numbers of electrons. This suggests
that Cr atoms on the subsurface layers behave much the same
way as in the bulk and thus our slab calculation can be rel-
evant to experimental results on thin films. On the other
hand, our calculated magnetic moments are larger than the
experiment values. There are several possible reasons for
this. s1d We used collinear model, and noncollinear configu-
rations are not taken into account.s2d In our calculations, the
temperature is zero, while the experiments are performed in
finite temperature.s3d The possible disorder in the experi-
mental samples is not included in our calculations. However,
our results are qualitatively in agreement with the experi-
ments, and ferromagnetism in thin film is confirmed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, the magnetic coupling among Cr atoms
doped in ZnTe is studied in bulk as well as in thin film.
Although the magnetic moment carried by Cr atom near the
surfaces3.7mB–3.9mBd is a little bit smaller than the moment
in the bulks4mBd due to the bond length contraction near the
surface layers, FM coupling is found to be more stable than
AFM coupling in both thin film and bulk. The hybridization
between Cr 3d and Te 5p orbitals leads to ferromagnetic

coupling which is similar to the cases of Cr2O and Cr2N. The
sp-d interaction, one of the most characteristic physical phe-
nomena of DMS, leads to a FM coupling between the Cr
spins in Zn1−xCrxTe. Our calculations on a seven-layer slab
mimicking a thin film are in agreement with recent
experiments.
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